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ABSTRACT

The double-beta decay process observed in 82Se has been, until now, the rarest decay

process ever observed in the laboratory. The lifetime has been measured to be of the order

of 1021 years.

The postulated form of the double-beta decay known as the zero-neutrino mode, or

FÞ(Ov), violates several of the principles of the Standard Model of physics. This decay

form, applied to the candidate nucleus 76Ge, wouldrequire the decay of two neutrons to two

protons and the emission of only two elecfrons, violating conservation of lepton number

and requiring the neutrino to be a Majorana particle. In addition, the neutrino would have

to be massive and,/or participate in a righthanded weak culrent process.

Since this decay would emit only elecffons, its signature would be a characteristic

sharp spike at the Q-value for the decay. There are currently a number of research groups

searching for evidence of the FF(Ov) decay of 76Ge.

Measurement by Ellis ¿r al. in 1985 established the Q-value for the tuce-tuse decay.

New measurements have cast some doubt on this determination, and, in the interests of

resolving the controversy, a re-measurement has been made.

The new results of mass measurements on mass doublets in this area will be given. In

addition, the implication of this new Q-value to the mass of the neutrino will be discussed.

New limits on the neutrino mass will be derived.
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tr- Introduction

In mass spectroscopy a beam of ions is separated into components according to their

mass so that either the mass (location) or the abundance (inænsity) of these components can

be determined. In instruments with sufficiently large resolving powers, the location is

defined precisely and mass differences (and hence energy differences) between neigh-

bouring nuclides can be measured with very high precision. These mass differences give

the energy available for nuclea¡ decays or reactions and reflect systematic variations in such

properties as tvvo-neutron separation energies (Sr,), thereby providing clues about nuclear

structure.

Mass spectroscopy developed from the work of J.J. Thompson who measured the q/m

(charge to mass) ratio for the electron tTh97l. Earlier, Goldstein had discovered positive

ruys (the kanalstrahlen) [Go86], and, subsequently, Wien [Wi98, Wi02] had measured their

q/m ratio. The ratio for these rays was, of course, much lower than that for the elecfron.

In I9I2, Thompson built a positive-ray parabola apparatus and used it to measure q/m

ratios more precisely [Th 12]. It was while using this device that Thompson found suggestive

evidence for the existence of two isotopes of neon, toNe and the much rarer "Ne. This was

the result which essentially began the field of study we know of today as mass spectrometry.

It was the first hint that sepatating ion beams by mass gave valuable clues about the isotopic

nature of matter amongst the non-radioactive elements.

Mass spectroscopy is generally considered to have begun with the work of Aston [4s19]

andDempster [Del8], both of whom developed ingenious spectrogaphs. Both devices had,

severe limitations. The Dempster instrument used a 180' magnetic section which produced

a direction focus (bringing to a focus ions which have the same mass but which enter the

machine at slightly different angles) but did not produce a velocity focus (bringing ions



which have the same mass but which have different energies to the same place). The action

of the instrument built by Dempster on an ion beam is analogous to the combination of a

prism and a convex lens on a beam of light. In order to overcome the lack of velocity focus,

Dempster's spectrograph required a monoenergetic source of ions. This could be achieved,

for some chemicals, by using heated salts as a source material, but it limited the sample

t¡les used. In conffast, the Aston device had no ability to direction focus but did have a

velocity focusing capability. A highly collimated beam was required in order to produce a

well defined image. This restriction critically limited beam currents.

Aston used his instrument to establish roughly the whole number rule. He was the first

to give unequivocal evidence among the light elements for the existence of isotopes,

chemically identical substances with different masses. He also measured the isotopic

composition of many elements, among them neon and chlorine.

Dempster [De20] also investigated the isotopic composition of many elements using his

device, but the elements studied by Dempster were of a different chemical class than those

studied by Aston. Dempster used his instrument to discover the isotopes of magnesium,

and made isotopic abundance determinations of many elements, including zinc.

Aston [4s23] also recognized that there were signs of divergences from the newly

establishedwhole numberrule. Although the first serious investigations of this matterwere

made by Costa lCo25l, it was Aston, with his second specüogaph, who made the first

systematic study of nuclear binding. He chose tuo 
as the mass standard and. introduced the

packing fraction:

M_A
pacnnSlracnon = A



as a measure of these divergences.

Somewhat later, Bainbridge, using his new device [8a33], measured the masses involved

in the reaction tH+'Li-+2aHe, and provided thereby the flrst experimental evidence con-

firming Einstein's mass-energy equivalence relation IEiOsl.

Until the early 1930's, specialized calculations were used to show that a particular

geometry produced a direction or velocity focus. The first general description of focusing

conditions were given by Herzog [He34] and by Mattauch and Herzog [Ma34a]. These

equations incorporaûed into a single formalism all of the previous special cases. Further,

they made possible the design of instruments for which the velocity and direction foci

coincide, the much desired double-focusing instruments. Thus, these general focusing

equations were crucial in elevating the mass spectrometer to a vital and general research

tool.

On the basis of the work of Mattauch and Herzog, a state-of-the-art instrument was

designed and built by Nier in 1935 [Ni40], its construction serving to mark the beginning

of the modern era of mass spectromefry. It incorporated the newest techniques for vacuum

systems, source construction and ion detection, the latter employing electrical rather than

photographic means. Shortly thereafter, Dempster [De35], Bainbridge and Jordan tBa36l

and Mattauch and Herzog [Ma34b, Ma36] designed and built double-focusing insrrumenrs,

incorporating the latest features of design and equipment.

With this new generation of double-focusing instruments a substantial increase in

resolving powers became available. This allowed smaller mass differences to be resolved

and studied. Additionally, since precision improves linearly with resolving power, the

precision obtained by the new mass spectrometers was far superior to that obtained with the



older instruments.

The aberration in the image for an ion beam passing through both an electric and magnetic

field in tandem can be expressed as a power series:

y, = r^{Bru."+Brþ+ Brrú+ Brru"þ+ Brrþ'}

where cl,e represents a measure of the angular divergence of the ion beam and P represents

the energy spread in the beam.

In this expression, Br= 0 means that the instrument produces a direction focus white

Bz= 0 corresponds to the production of a velocity focus. In the mid-1950's, several large

instruments incorporating partial second-order focusing were proposed and constructed.

Until then, instruments were double-focusing only to first-order. Instruments were designed

with geometries which had the coefficient of ú = 0 (ie. second-order direction focus). More

recently, instruments have been designed which incorporate beam optics which eliminate

all unwanted terms to second-order in the expansions, rather than only first-order.

Second-order double-focusing insffuments are currently preeminent in deflection-type

machines. work continued on the second order theory up to about 1980.

The mass specftometer used to acquire the data in this work, Manitoba II, is based on

one of many designs given by Hintenberger and König in 1959 tHi59l. These designs

emerged from early second-order theory in which the simplifying assumption was made

that both electric and magnetic fields terminate abruptly. Improved calculations by Matsuda

[Ma76] show that the effect of the actual fringing fields are slight, yielding small second

order coefficients. Additionally, the third order coefficients were assumed to be small and,

hence, third order effects were assumed to be insignificant contributors to the image aber-

rations. Manitoba II was constructed during the period 1964-1967, with operation com-



mencing in 1967 lBa67, Ba71l. The instrument has been gradually improved ever since.

Formassdeterminationsitis the mostprecise deflection-type instrumentin the world, having

achieved aprecision of better than 9 parts in 1010 [Si90]. This precision compares favourably

with methods of determining directly the energy for nuclear reactions and decay Q-values.

Recently developed techniques in which ion traps are used suggest the possibility that

even higher levels of precision may be reached in the future. These instruments, called ion

cyclotron resonance mass spectrometers, or ICR-MS, incorporate, as a key element,

superconducting magnets to provide extremely stable, uniform fietds with very high field

intensities (in excess of 5 Tesla). In ICR-MS, ions are trapped in the combination of an

electric field, formed by a hyperboloidal electrode arrangement, with the intense magnetic

field applied parallel to the axis of symmetry. When an RF pulse is applied, the ions in the

trap move in a circular path in the magnetic field. In principle, if the field strength is known

and the cyclotron frequency of the ion is measured, the mass can be derived very precisely.

In practice, there have been some problems in accomplishing this. Ideally, mass

differences may best be studied by ICR-MS when both species aro placed in the trap

simultaneously and the frequency difference is used to derive the mass difference. In this

case, however, the ions tend to circulate in such a way that they "beat" against one another,

producing an effective frequency and causing the different ions to couple their motions.

This introduces systematic errors which are difficult to remove, as there may always be

some contaminant ions in the frap, even if only those which have evaporated from the trap

itself.

The above effects arise almost entirely from the presence of more than one species of

ion in the trap at a given moment. Most of these effects can be avoided by having only one

ion in the frap during a measurement. This mode of operation, known as single-ion cyclofon



resonance mass spectrometry, or SICR-MS, has a¡isen in an attempt to have the ion trap

realize its full potential for mass measurement. Some of the SICR-MS units use a SQUID

to detect the ions as they move about the trap. RF pulses are used to eject sequentially ion

after ion until only one remains in the tap. The cyclofion frequency is then measured until

the ion collides with a neutral atom or until another ion enters the trap. The limit on precision

for the mass difference as measured by such a device is estimated to be as small as a few

parts in t012 ¡Co89i, butrecently questions have been raised about the uncertainty associated

with other factors necessary to achieve the stated precision, as well as the certainty with

which systematic effects have been removed. For example, obtaining such high precision

in the final result requires that the ion in the instrument favel the same path, repeatedly, to

betterthanonepartinl06. Also,therecanbenochargesontheinnersurfaceoftheinstrument

which perturb the fields to greater than the same high precision as that achieved in the final

measruement. Both these conditions are extremely difficult to achieve. The most precise

SICR-MS measurement to date is that reported by Cornell et al. [Co89] for CO-N2.

While precise mass differences from mass spectrometry, as described in this thesis, give

nuclear reaction and decay Q-values, these are also determined by direct energy measure-

ments. In general, the precision of the mass spectrometric data compares favourably with

the best reaction data.

The reaction technique which most closely rivals mass specfrometry in precision is the

(n,y) method. In this technique, a nucleus absorbs a thermal neutron and then de-excites

to the ground state by emitting a g¿rmma ray. The gamma ray energy, typically several MeV,

can be measured very precisely, normally to levels of around 0.5 keV.

other reactions commonly used include the (d,p), (a,d) or (t,p) with somewhat lower



precision, typically on the order of a few keV. For certain 6¿ decays, the energy of the ç¡

particle has been determined to better than 1 keV, although for most c[ decays the precision

is much lower.

Experiments such as those described above involve nuclides on or near the line of beta

stability. These experiments have been extended to study nuclides well removed from this

region. In insfruments such as ISOLDE II at CERN or the Chalk River On-Line Isotope

Separator (Chalk River ISOL) [Sc81] unstable atoms are produced by bombarding atarget

with heavy ions (taN¡ and subsequently ionizing the unstable atoms produced by the

bombardment. For example, Mo targets enriched in e2Mo can be bombarded by a 
14N beam,

producing to'Cd. These exotic, short-lived ions are then passed through a mass analyzer.

While the precisions attained by these instruments are lower than those obtained by con-

ventional mass spectrometers, useful levels of precision, of the order of tens of keV or several

parts in 106, are obtained. These devices may be used to study nuclides having halflives

of only seconds or even less. Such studies are directed at the nature of nuclear systematics

for isotopes well removed from the line of beta stability and are required for the testing of

models for nuclear masses.

This thesis is directed at the mass difference (í.e. the energy available) for a rare decay

involving two nuclides near stability and utilizes conventional high resolution mass spec-

tromefiry. The isotope tuce must decay because it is not the most tightty bound isobar at

A=76.76Geshould.decayto76Se(seeFigurel-1). However,itcannotproceedbysequential

single beta decays because these would require a decay from 76Ge to 764s, 
a decay which is

not energetically possible. The decay may proceed, however, by the very rare double-beta

reaction. This can be accomplished by either of two modes, either the two-neuffino or

zero-neutrino:



tuce + tuse + 2þ* +ñ

tuce -+ 76Se + 2B-

The two-neutrino mode is more likely to exist at first glance. It conserves lepton number

and does not contradict the standard model in any way. However, the zero-neutrino mode

has the advantage that only two productparticles are emitted. If one examines the integrals

related to the production of two versus four particles, one finds that the phase space for the

production of two particles is much more favourable and will occur more rapidly than will

the production of four particles. Hence, the zero-neutrino mode has a significant phase

space advantage and, theoretically, a much shorter half-life. This mode requires that the

neutrino be a Majorana particle [Ma37].

Single beta decay was studied by many scientists in the 1930's. The decay was originally

presumed to be of the form:

(A,Z)+(A,Z+1)+B+

and, on this basis, the emitted B particle would be expected to have a well-defined energy.

This was not the experimental result. Instead, the electrons had a continuum of energies, a

fact suggesting at least one additional product particle, although such a particle had not been

seen in any experiment. Pauli [Pa33] postulated the existence of a neutrino and Fermi [Fe34]

incorporated this "ghost" particle in his quantum mechanical description of the decay.

Further work has shown the neutrino to be very light, and, in fact, the neutrino has long

been considered to be massless. Moreover, it has a very low cross-section of interaction

with matter.

The standard particle model, based on the SU(5) group, was developed over the course

of many ye¿us. One of its postulates is that all neutrinos are massless. A massless neutrino



gives a solution of the Dirac equation which has a definite helicity. Experimentally, the

neutrino is a left-handed particle and the anti-neutrino is right-handed. There are no

right-handed neutrinos. This breaking of symmetry would mean that the double-beta decay

would proceed only by the two-neuEino mode.

Some of the newest theoretical work on unification of the fundamental forces of nature

raises questions about the SU(5) model. SU(5), with an enlarged particle content, has a

configuration which generates non-zero neutrino masses Í7,e801. SO(10) contains massive

neutrinos as a matter of course. Aside from the 5-dimensional and l0-dimensional

descriptions of particles contained in the SU(5) model, SO(10) also contains an extra neutral

fermion which may be interpreted as a right-handed neutrino. The existence of such a

righthanded neutrino would mean that the zero-neutrino mode of double-beta decav could

occur.

Accordingly, experimental work to investigate neutrino mass has become a matter of

renewed interest and activity in physics research. An experiment which is sensitive to

neutrino mass is the observation of neutrinoless double-beta decay and the determination

of the corresponding half-life. Measurement of the half-life for neutrinoless double-beta

decay allows the calculation of the electron neutrino mass by one of several relationships

between Tr,, and (*,"). For example, the relation given by Grotz and Klapdor [Grg5]:

(*u")'=25llo" ç"v¡,r tt2

If the zero-neutrino decay occurs, the escaping electrons would carry all of the available

energy' This means that the energy spectrum will show a sharp peak at the Q-value of the

decay. Moreover, Ge is a uniquely favourable material since it can be formed into well

charactenzed detectors. tuce thus serves both as a potential double-beta decay candidate



and as its own detector.

Groups are currently studying the energies of decays in a hyper-pure Ge crystal [4v86].

These studies require the energy available for the double-beta decay of 76Ge; it is here that

mass spectometry makes its contribution. In 1985, Ellis e/ ¿/. used the Manitoba II

instrument to determine this Q-value tEl85l. Further improvements to Manitoba II, spe-

cifically (a) in data acquisition and analysis, (b) in the stability of the magnetic field, and

(c) in the instrumental resolving power, as well as some troubling discrepancies in relating

the measurements of Ellis et al. and recent (n,y) data prompted a redetermination of the

tuce-tus 
e mass difference.

10



Figure 1.1 Mass Pa¡abolae for 
^=76
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2 The P.{eutrino Mass Problem and 76Ge-tuSe

2.X The Fleutrino and Neutnino Mass

The neutrino was proposed as a hypothetical particle, required to explain the discrepancy

in the electron energy spectrum for single-beta decay seen in the early 1930's [Pa33, Fe34].

At that time, the single-beta decay was thought to produce only the beta particle and daughter

nucleus. The beta particle should then carry away almost all of the available energy and

the plot of the energy spectrum of the emitted beta particles should be a sharp peak at the

Q-value. Experimentally, the shape of this plot was a broad curve, indicating the presence

of at least one other product particle. Without the presence of this particle, energy could

not be conserved in the single-beta decay. Fermi included this particle, which had not been

observedin any experimentconductedup to thattime, in his quantummechanicaldescription

of the single-beta decay. He assumed that the neutrino was massless, and, until recently,

that assumption has been retained. Even the crürent SU(5) model includes a massless

neutrino, having zero charge and magnetic moment and no internal sfructure. The neutrino

has a very low cross-section of interaction with matter. The standard model includes three

neutrino flavours, one corresponding to each of the charged leptons; electron, muon and

tauon neutrinos. These so-called flavours are conserved in reactions.

The neutrino served to resolve the problem of non-conservation of energy in beta decay.

It is now being invoked to help explain away other problems as well. Research on the

rotational rates of galaxies and star clusters would suggest that the amount of matter in

existence taken as a ratio with the amount of matter needed to just close the universe

gravitationally is very close to one [Fi82] . However, the observed levels of luminous marrer

give a ratio of only about 0.01. It seems that the universe contains a great deal of dark matter

not visible to us here on Earth.

T2



This matter might be in the form of dust or in even more exotic forms, such as brown

dwarf stars, black holes or gravitinos [Tu82, SiS2]. However, nuclear and particle physics

admits an even sfranger possibility as most tikety. Stars produce a huge number of neutrinos

and anti-neufrinos. When the neutrinos escape the star they go out into the universe at large

and, since they do not interact often, there is a very large number of neutrinos travelling

through space. If these particles have even a very tiny mass, there could be a huge arnount

of matter present in a neutrino cloud about each star and each galaxy. This cloud would be

undetectable.

Massive neuffinos might answer one of the fundamental problems in cosmology and

astrophysics. However, they might also serve to answer one of the more perplexing problems

in theoretical physics as well.

Current theory, in the form of the standard SU(5) particle model, postulates that the

neutrino is massless and that the weak force maximally violates symmefy by coupling only

to left-handed neutrinos orright-handed anti-neutrinos. However, the most promising new

theories dealing with grand unification predict that the neutrino will be massive and that the

violation of symmefry by the weak force will not be maximal. Instead, the weak force will

be composed of both left- and right-handed currents, capable of acting on both left- and

right-handed neutrinos. These theories work quite well in some respects, but there is cur-

rently no evidence for such a weak force and no evidence for a massive neutrino. If a

non-zero neutrino mass were verified, it would not necessarily follow that the newer

unification theories are correct. However, experimental evidence regarding the question of

neutrino mass clearly places important consfraints on acceptable theory.

The neutrinoless double-beta decay may be the most sensitive experiment currently

available for detecting a massive neutrino or parity mixing neuÍal currents. This decay will

13



only proceed if the neutrino has a mass or the weak current has a right-handed component.

If a pure Ge crystal is used as a highly sensitive detector, one should be able to see the

decay products from the double-beta decays of 76Ge. The two-neutrino decay modes involve

emission of two anti-neutrinos and two electrons. Since the anti-neutrinos will not be

detected, only the energies of the elecfrons will be noted. The energies for these decays

will lie on a curye which has a zero at both the origin and at the Q-value. The neutrinoless

double-betadecaymodeinvolvestheemissionofonlythetwoelectrons. Sincebothelectrons

will be detected, and they carry all of the energy of the decay (apart from a small amount

of energy taken up by the recoiling daughter nucleus), their energy spectrum witl be a sharp

peak at the Q-value. If it can be established that this peak is present, then the neutrinoless

double-beta decay has been observed and a half-life can be determined for the second of

the two processes pictured in figure 2-l,ví2.:

tuce -+ 76Se + 2B-

The existence of this neutrinoless decay mode would indicate an inadequacy in the SU(5)

model. At present, five groups [4v86] are actively observing pure Ge crystals and are

searching for evidence of decays in 76Ge with an energy of 2040.71keV, the e-value

measured by Ellis et al.lEI85l using Manitoba II.

The neutrinoless double-beta decay proceeds if the neutrino is a Majorana particle. The

neutrino and anti-neufino are equivalent in the Majorana [Ma37] representation. The

Majorana view differs from the Dirac view only if the mass of the neutrino is non-zero. A

solution of the Dirac equation for a neutrino mass of zero gives a solution which has a

definite helicity. Experimentally, the neufino seems to be left-handed, having a Dirac
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equation solution of the form [1 -^flu". Anti-neutrinos are right-handed with a solution of

the form ñtt +t'1. There is currentþ no evidence for right-handed helicity states of the

neutrino.

In other experiments evidence for a non-zero neutrino mass is being sought. One of the

most promising of these depends on the shape of the Kurie plot for the beta decay of 3H. If
the neutrino were massless, the curve of electron energy would be a continuum ending at

exactly the Q-value for the decay, the energy difference between 3H 
and tHe. If the neutrino

rwere massive, the end-point of the curve would differ from the Q-value by an amount

corresponding to the neutrino mass. Fitting a theoreticalty derived curve to the data near

the endpoint of the electron energy data allows one to derive both the experimental endpoint

and the deviation from the Q-value, and hence the neutrino mass. In order to accomplish

this, one requires sufficiently precise knowledge of the shape of the electron energy spectrum

and of the Q-value.

There have been reports of non-zero masses from such work. The ITEP group reported

a mass of ITeV <(^"")<40eV [Bo87]. However, recent measurements are inconsistent

with this range, and the ITEP result is doubted at this time.

Simpson, on the basis of a deviation in the endpoint of the 'H decay spectrum, has

suggested the existence of a very massive elecfron neutrino of 17.1(2) keV [Si85]. Very

recently, two other Foups have reported the possible effects of very massive neutrinos in

the Kurie plots from other beta decay sources.

The current best upper limit from this type of work is that of Bowles et al.lBo1gl,

ví2. (m,") < L3.4eV. They caution that, mathematically, their data actually suggests a neg-

ative value for the mass and that small, positive masses would give such data only 8Vo of

the time.
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Geochemistry provides a complementary check on neutrino masses. Studying the ratio

of the double-beta decay rates of t35e and tele by examining the concentrations of 130Xe

and ræXe in tellurium ores, Kirsten et al. tKiS3l report a limit on the electron neutrino mass

of (m,") <0.MeV and Tì <2.4x10-s at thegíVo confidence level.

Another interesting source of data is that of the supemova SN1987a. Neutrino obser-

vatories which were recording data the night on which the blast from this object reached

our world were able to record many neutrino events, probably created when electrons were

crushed into their nuclei and the parent star turned into a neutron star. Bahcall and Glashow

[8a87] find(m"") < l,LeV given the time lag between first and last neutrinos in the burst of

events associated with the supernova. If neutrinos were massive, one would expect that the

first neutrinos to arrive would be those with the highest energy. There is no such ordering

evident in the data. A model-independent analysis [Ko87] of the neutrinos detected and their

energies gives a result of (m,") <20eV.

These neutrino events of SN1987a can be classified as to their mass, given some

assumptions about the mechanism of production of these events. In the most optimistic of

these papers, Cowsik [Co88] gives data which suggest two mass "families" of neutrinos

were emitted from the supernova. One group had a mass of about 4 eY, the other a mass

of about 22 eY . While the masses given are non-zero, the results must be regarded as highly

conjectural.
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Figure 2.1 Two-Neutrino and Zero-Neutrino Double-Beta Decay
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2.2 The Result of Ellis et aL

In 1985, Ellis and his co-workers measured the value of the mass difference between

76Ge 
and 

tuse, 
as well as other related mass differences which overdetermine the final result

[8185]. The value thus obtained was 2040.71(52) keV. This value has since been used to

examine the spectra from experiments searching for the neutrinoless double-beta decay of
tuce. In Ge crystals, there have been no st¿tistically significant events at the Ellis Q-value.

The smallest upper limit" based on the Ellis value, is given by the ITEP group of Vasenko

et al. [Ya90] with (*,") <0.46eV.

The Ellis value comes from a set of data combining measurements on both metal and

single chloride doublets. The data taken include values which can be used to calculate the

two-neuffon separation energy (Sr") for certain isotopes. Two of these impact directly on

the measurement of tuce-tuse. However, these values, as tabulated. below, are in very poor

agreement with the ,Sr, energies determined from reaction data, specifically some new (n,y)

[Hu89] measurements:

Table2-l

Nuclide Sr, (keV)

Ellis et al. (n,T) References

'oGe

t*se

tuce

16983.2t(61)

179r9.s0(79)

rs939.74(69)

16978.s (13)

r7er6.7 (3)

15933.9 (10)

'Wa85, Hu89

En81, Yo85

Wa85
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The poor agreement between these values is unusual and disturbing, especially given the

historical accuracy and agreement between these two techniques.

The Q-value can also be compared to the graph of energies from the US CÆNL experiment

of Avignone et al. [4v85]. The Q-value measured by Ellis et al. suggests no neutrinoless

decay events and hence gives only an upper limit on the neutrino mass. This in itself would

not be considered strange. However, Avignone et al. note a statistically significant peak at

20M.72 keV in their spectrum. They discuss the possibility that, if there were a systematic

error in the value given by Ellis et al. which shifts this value to 2045 keV, then the neutrino

might be shown to have a mass. At the time, there \ryas no other explanation for this peak

in the decay data. In a later paper [4v86], Avignone et al. withdraw their claim for a

stati stically significant peak at 2044.7 2 keY .

The importance of this Q-value in interpreting the specffa used to search for the rare

neutrinoless double-beta decay prompted us to remeasure the tuce-tuse mass difference.

This present series of measurements was intended to re-determine the Q-value to higher

precision and, incidentally, to confirm that systematic effects had not been introduced

inadvertently during the recent modifications made to the Manitoba II specfrometer.
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3 Manitoba II
3"tr- The Manitoba trI tligh Resolution Mass Spectrorneter

Manitoba II has been described extensively elsewhere [Ba67,Ba7Lf.It is nominally a

94.65" electrostatic analyzer with 1.00 m radius followed by a 90' elecfromagnet with 63

cm radius (see figure 3-1). The design is one of the second-order double-focusing

arrangements proposed by Hintenberger and Konig [Hi59] on the basis of a calculation in

which the fringing fields are assumed to terminate abruptly. Subsequently more elaborate

and realistic calculations by Matsuda have shown that, for Manitoba II, the effect of the

fringing fields on the second-order coefficients remains very small tMa76l.

The original construction of Manitoba II was completed in 1967 but substantial

improvements have been made since that time. The most recent major upgrade to the

instrument has involved the (a) construction of new coils for the electromagnet and the

replacement of the associated power supply, and (b) the rebuilding of the control and

detection electronics, as described in the Ph.D. thesis of G.R. Dyck tDy90l.

The coils previously had approximately 1800 turns of heavy gauge copper wire and

required relatively low current. The new coils, which have 24 turns of hollow-core copper

conductor (cross-section0.229" square, 0.128" inner diameter) through which deionized

cooling water is pumped, can carry much higher currents. In this high current design,

superior regulation of the magnetic field is achieved, and drastically improved stability of

the peak position is obtained.

This has resulted in much easier operation. Moreover, this recent upgrade has made

it possible to operate at higher resolving power, thereby significantly improving the asso-

ciated precision.

The reconstruction of the confol electronics has improved the reliability of operation.
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The replacement of the electron multiplier with the present Galileo Electro-Optics Model

4830G prompted a complete analysis of the detector and resulted in an improvement in the

efficiency of the detection system. An Amptek A-101 pre-amplifier replaced an older,

custom-made pre-amplifier and resulted in a reduction in the deadtime of the elecffonics.

This is described in the Ph.D. thesis of G.R. Dyck [Dy90] and below.

Manitoba II has two ion sources which are available, the choice of which depends on the

chemical form of the desired sample and of the desired ion. The first is a modified Finkelstein

typedescribedbyBarber etal.[Ba7I],Bishopetal. [8i69] andMeredithetal. [Me71] and

used extensively in previous work. This source is shown in cross-section in fig. 3-2. The

second is a duoplasmatron, described by Dyck [Dy90], and shown in fig. 3-3. For this work,

the modified Finkelstein source was used exclusively.

In addition to the improvements described above, several improvements were made to

the data acquisition system and to the software used to analyze the mass spectral data (see

Section 3.2).
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Figure 3.1 Manitoba II
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Figure 3.2 Modified Finkelstein Ion Source
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Figure 3.3 Duoplasma[on Ion Source
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3 "2 Ðata, Acquisition and A,nalysis

The technique for measuring the mass difference of a doublet by a mass spectrometer

depends on a theorem by Swann [Sw31] and by Bleakney tBl36l. If we have two ion species

of masses M and M', where LÌttl = M - M' andM > M' , andif. we switch the voltages applied

to all electrostatic lenses and elements within the machine as given by:

LV Llt4

v = 
Ir'r'

while holding magnetic fields constant, then both mass species will tavel the same path.

This means that these different masses will strike the same point on the plane of the collector

slit. While the paths fraversed by the ions are relatively insensitive to most of the switched

voltages on Manitoba II, the paths are very sensitive to the voltages applied to the plates of

the elecfrostatic analyzer.

In the past, including the work of Ellis ¿/ ø/. [E185], measuremenrs were made on the

Manitoba II instrument by the visual null method of peak matching. This method has been

described elsewhere [Ko79]. In this technique, the voltage applied to the plates of an

electrostatic analyzer, V, is switched by a small amount, ÂV, through the action of an

electomechanical chopper. only one such switching voltage is necessary.

Anion beam, as introducedinto theelectrostatcanalyzerof ManitobaII, has auniform

cross-section. The homogeneity of the beam profile is maintained until the beam reaches

the detector end of the instrument. Once at the detector end, the ion beam is incident upon

a detector slit. In order to generate a peak in the mass spectrum, a set of coils is used to

sweep the ion beam across the detector slit. The current in this set of coils is provided by

the output of a Kepco bipolar operational power supply/amplifier, the input signal to which

is the sweep voltage of the oscilloscope monitoring the detector output. Thus, the sweep
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of the ion beam and the sweep of the oscilloscope trace are synchronized.

The ion beam at the detector slit has a uniform profile. The detector slit is a pair of

stainless steel jaws held a uniform distance apart. When the ion beam is swept across the

slit and viewed on the live display, a mass spechal peak is generated. Should the ion beam

and the slit both have the same width, the generated peak will be a triangular shape with an

effective width twice that of either the incident beam or the slit. Should either the slit be

wider than the beam or vice versa, the output of the detector will reach a maximum intensity

and sustain that level for some period during the sweep of the ion beam across the slit. The

mass spectral peak will not be a triangular, but will instead be "flat-topped", a triangle with

the top point cut away. For maximum sensitivity, the detector slit should have the same

width as the ion beam. Mass spectal peaks displayed on the live display should be sharp

triangular peaks, rather than "flat-topped".

Counts are added to the memory of the multichannel analyzer (MCA) during the period

the unswitched peak is on the live display and subtracted from the memory during the period

when the switching voltage is applied and the switched peak is on the live display. By

adjusting amplifiers so that the apparent heights of the two peaks on the real-time screen

are equal, the switching voltage applied to the plates of the electrostatic analyzer can be

adjusted until a match is achieved. This matched condition is indicated by a symmetric

error signal on the screen of the oscilloscope connected to the MCA. Eight matches constitute

a run, the eight matches corresponding to different voltage applications which serve to

remove operator bias in the measurements.

In the visual null method, a run is completed more quickly than in the computer-assisted

technique, which will be discussed in a subsequent paragraph. However, the visual null

method does not have the advantage of retaining a perrnanent record of the data as the
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computer-assisted method does. Further, the final level of precision achieved with the visual

null technique cannot equal that achieved by the computer-assisted method. Moreover, use

of the visual method makes it impossible to verify whether low-levels of contaminants are

present, aposteriorí.

The application of multichannel scaling (MCS) techniques was originally implemented

for atomic mass determinations on a mass spectrometer by Benson and Johnson [8e66] at

the University of Minnesota. The inherent advantage in using a MCS technique rather than

a visual method is the improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio of the accumulated error

signal. The fundamental reason for this improvement is the increased integration time over

which ions are collected. An MCA with a greatly improved analog-to-digital converter was

used on the Manitoba II mass spectrometer [Me72]. A variation on this approach was used

by Bainbridge and Moreland [8a60]. All data used in this work were acquired using the

computer-assisted matching technique described by Meredith et al.lMe7zl.

At the heart of the computer-assisted matching system is an electromechanical chopper

which applies appropriate voltages to the plates of the electrostatic analyzer. Four such

voltages are used. These voltages are applied during the time that a signal averager is

operating in the pulse counting mode and acquiring data on beam intensity at the collector

slit. Figure 3-4 is a diagram which shows when voltages are applied relative to confol

pulses from the chopper.

The voltage displacements applied to the plates of the electrostatic analyzer of the

spectrometerare nominally zero (corresponding to the unswitchedpeak), ÁV (corresponding

to the switchedpeak being approximately coincident with the unswitchedpeak) and ÁV - õV

and ÂV + ôV (conesponding to the switched peak being slightly displaced to either side of

the approximately matched condition). Each of the four peaks is stored in a quadrant of the
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memory of the MCA.

These peaks are then subjected to two types of numerical analysis. The first type of

analysis relies on a straightforward cenEoid technique, which determines the centroid

location of each peak. By comparing the centroid of the peak in quadrant 2 to the centoids

of the peaks in quadrants 0, 1 and 3, and then factoring in the switching voltage data, we

can calculate theAV foran exactmatch. Since we have ÂV, we can use Bleakney's Theorem

to calculaæ ÂM.

The second type of numerical analysis completed is a least-squares type. Experience

with this method has shown it to be more robust and better able to handle such details as

asymmetric peak shapes. The reference peak in quadrant 2 is taken and compared to each

of thepeaksinquadrants0, 1and3. Thepeakfromquadrant l istakenandsubfactedfrom

the reference peak in quadrant 2. Each difference is calculated, squared and stored, channel

by channel, and a total is obtained, equivalent to the X2 for the pair of peaks. Then the peak

from quadrant 1 is artificialty shifted by one channel and the process repeated to give a

second point on the X2 curye. This continues until sufficient data is accumulated to fit a

parabolic curve to the X2 data and find the minimum. The location of this minimum in

channels corresponds to the actual offset for the quadrant. Each of the quadrants 0, 1 and

3 has an offset from the reference peak in quadrant 2 which is calculated in this fashion.

The offsets are then associated with the appropriate switching voltages and a linearregression

is used to find the "best" value for AV. Once again, Lltí is then easily derived.

The current technique of computer matching with Manitoba II uses the squares of the

differences. In the past, the absolute values of the differences between quadrants was also

used [So73]. Although there is no overriding theoretical reason to prefer one method over

the other, the squares of differences are now used because this technique more closely
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resembles the treatment of data in Gaussian statistics.

A comparison of the two procedures can be made with archived data. If we calculate

the mass difference for a typical series of eight spectra (one run), the largest discrepancy

between mass differences derived by the two different techniques occurred with the value

3212.55 + 2.22 pu (from squaring differences, nine point quadratic fit) and the related value

3207 .08 + 2.42 pu (from absolute values of differences, nine point quadratic fitting). In

general, the final mass differences calculated by the two methods for a given doublet (ie.

averaging all data acquired) are equal to well within error.

Further, it has been shown that the method of squaring differences generally results

in a reducedX2 for a given doublet which is numerically nearer to one than that which results

from the method of absolute values. For this reason, the square of differences is used.

The department is now paft of a local area network which includes the departmental

VAXstations. An IBM-compatible PC-XT has been installed in Manitoba II and this

computer has been connected, through a modified parallel printer card, to the Nicolet signal

averager (see figure 3-5 for schematic of card). This card and the accompanying software

(see Appendix A) are capable of writing spectra from the signal averager directly to the

fixed-disk of the PC-XT. This data may then be downloaded through an Ethernet card, via

the local area network, directly to the VAXstations.

The effect is that data can now be downloaded from the signal averager to the PC in

about 3 seconds. Further, the data can be transmitted to the VAXstation in about 30 seconds.

Once the data have been transferred to the Vaxstation, the analysis is carried out. The

method of analysis has been improved over the course of this work. As described above,

and by Ellis [E183] and Sidky [Si90], the previous method of computer-assisted analysis

involved a least-squares fit of a quadratic curve to what were essentiatly chi-squared curves
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of the unswitched peak in quadrant 0 and the peaks in quadrants 1,2 or 3. This fit was made

over a given number of channels in the chi-squared data, but the number of channels chosen

was somewhat arbinary. Worse, it was observed that if a poor value for this number of

channels was selected it could lead preferentially either to fitting the sides of the chi-squared

curve rather than the area near the base (meaning that the technique might miss the actual

base by some channels resulting in a substantial offset in ÂV and, hence, a substantial offset

in the value of LIt4) or to having the parabola calculaúed during the quadratic fit be inverted

(leading to a result for LIV in which we can have no confidence) tsig0l (see figure 3-6).

In this work, the number of points for fitting the quadratic was chosen in order to minimize

the chi-squared value of the fitted quadratic curve to the points. More points are used where

the data most closely approximates a quadratic, fewer where the data give a poor approxi-

mation. This optimal number of points varies from run to run, but it is always chosen to

minimize the chi-squared value of the fit.

In order to facilitate this fitting process, the points in the chi-squared spectra are always

smoothed. In the past, this has entailed repeated application of a nine-point binomial

algorithm, essentially aweighted average forfourpoints on either side of thepoint of interest.

Unfortunately, a smoothing algorithm of this t¡pe "smears" the data, taking a shalp peak

and broadening it. The nine-point binomial algorithm does, however, lessen the effects of

statistical noise.

The new level of computing power available to us allows the use of a superior technique.

If we think of the peak we are interested in as extending over most of the channels in a

quadrant, we find that statistical noise is basically high frequency in nature, while the features

of the actual peak are rather low frequency. This allows us to ffansform the data in the

quadrant from counts versus channels to counts versus frequency by applying a fast Fourier
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transform. We then apply a low-pass filter to remove noise followed by an inverse transform

which returns the smoothed data. In practice, the technique is slightly more involved; a

constant level must be removed before the smoothing process begins. The actual code used

to accomplish this task is the SMOOFT routine from the excellent "Numerical Recipes"

collectiontPrS6l. TheSMOOFTroutine,asusedintheanalysisprogramsPEAK,isincluded

in Appendix B.

An example of the abilities of the SMOOF'T routine are shown in figures 3-7 to 3-I0.

Figure 3-7 shows a mass spectral peak, as accumulated during the peak matching process.

Figure 3-8 is the DC stripped and Fourier transformed version of figure 3-7. Figure 3-9 is

the Fourier transformed data with the low-pass filter applied. Finally, fïgure 3-10 shows

the fully reconstructed mass spectral peak, with noise removed.

These two improvements in the data acquisition and analysis system, coupled to greater

attention to some technical details in the circuit by which AV is produced and measured

(such as more frequent cleaning of contacts in voltage dividers), have resulted. in significantly

higher precision. Previously,20 or more computer runs were needed to achieve final pre-

cision of 2-3 parts in 10e. Now, the same precision can be achieved in only 4-8 computer

runs. This improved error value per run corresponds, in rare cases, to the error approaching

the theoretically determinable limit according to peak shape and number of counts.

In order to prove that the new data acquisition and analysis system does not introduce

any systematic effects it was tesûed by matching a peak to itself. This should result in a

mass difference of zero, within experimental error. The final mass difference value given

by the test was 0.06(24) pø. This indicated that there were no systematic errors introduced

by the Fourier-transform based smoothing technique or by the new method for selecting the
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number of points for the quadratic fit. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that this new

technique preserves the error associated with a given measurement, as limited by the number

of counts in the peak and by the peak shape.
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Figure 3.4 Computer Matching Timing
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Figure 3.5 Data Acquisirion Card Schematic
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Figure 3.6 Chi-Squared Curve Fitring
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Figure 3.7 Raw Mass Specfral Data
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Figure 3.8 Unfiltered Fourier-Transformed Data
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Figure 3.9 Filæred Fourier-Transformed Data
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Figure 3.10 Smoothed Mass Specfal Data
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3.3 The tuGe-tuse Experirnent

3.3.L Motivation for Measurement of the tuGe-tuSe Difference

As discussed in the previous chapters, the 76Ge-76Se difference provides important

information regarding the exisænce of neutrinoless double-beta decay. If such a decay

occurs, then there is strong evidence for a massive neutrino.

Various reports have been made on the progress of experiments searching for the neu-

trinoless decay mode of ?6Ge, both for the 0*-0* transition to the ground state of 76Se and

the 0*-2* transition to the first excited st¿æ of 76Se 
[4v86, 4v87, 8u90, Ca90, Va90]. The

neutrinoless 0*-0* Fermi transition will proceed if the electron neutrino is massive or if the

weak force contains both right- and left-handed curents. The neutrinoless 0*-2* Gamow-

Teller transition will proceed only if the weak force is composed of an admixture of left-

and right-handed currents.

AII such experiments involve observing a sample of very pure germanium and summing

the energies of decay products from all events in the crystal, including the pairs of electrons

emitted during a double-beta decay. The spectrum of these summed energies is collected

for extended periods of time. If the double-beta decay causing a pair of electrons to be

emitted also produces a pair of anti-neutrinos, the anti-neutrinos will carry away aportion

of the energy available from the decay when they escape the detector owing to their small

cross-section of interaction with matter. Thus two-neuffino double-beta decav will result

in a sum-energy spectrum which is a continuum [E187].

In neutrinoless double-beta, all of the energy of the decay is given to the beta particles;

hence, the energy spectrum of these particles will show a sharp peak at the Q-value for the

decay. This should be readily visible and easily interpreted. It is required, however, that

the energy at which this peak occurs be known.
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Through Einstein's mass-energy relation [8i05], the Q-value for the decay may be

determined by measuring the mass difference tuce-tuse.

In 1985, Ellis e/ ¿/. [E185] used Manitoba II to measure 11 doublets in the area of the

tuGe-tuse region of the mass spectrum. These data over-determined the energy available

forthe double-beta decay of T6Ge. The value found in the work of Eltis et al.was2040.7I(52)

keV.

However, new precise data available from (n,y) reactions by Hubert et al.lHu89l are

not in agreement with some of the mass differences measured by Ellis et al. Fvtther, since

internal consistency tests showed the work of Ellis et al. to be self-consistent, questioning

even one of the difference measurements can call into question the entire series.

The Q-value of Ellis et al. indicated a region in the existing germanium double-beta

decay spectra which gave no evidence for a neutrinoless double-beta decay mode. However,

Avignone et al. [1iv85] noted the presence of a statistically significant peak in the spectra

of some of these experiments at a value about 4 keV above the Q-value measured by Ellis

et al. If the Ellis value were incorrect through some unrecognized systematic error, and if

this peak at2045 keV were that of a zero-neutrino double-beta decay, it would imply either

that the elecffon neutrino is massive or that right-handed weak currents exist.

The fundamental importance of the question of neutrino mass, coupled with concerns

that the Q-value determined by Ellis et al. might be suspect, led to a decision to remeasure

the most relevant doublets which over-determine the tuce-tuse mass difference. Recent

improvements to Manitoba II were expected to make the resulting Q-value more precise.

3.3.2 Experimentål Details

The materials used as samples were GeClo and SeClo. SeClo is a hygroscopic yellow

crystalline material which is extremely toxic and has a sublimation point of only 196"C. As
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such, SeClo is too volatile to place in an oven inside the ion source. Instead, the SeClo was

placed in a stainless steel tube outside the ion source but connecæd to the internal gas oven

by a feedthrough (figure3-2). The steel tube was ffust wrapped in fiberglass and then with

a nichrome ribbon. The whole assembly was again wrapped in fiberglass cloth to retain

heat, thereby preventing SeClo vapour from solidifying on the inside of the gas feedthrough

and blocking gas flow.

GeCf is a clear liquid with a high vapour pressure and is very corrosive. It was placed

in a glass bottle and connecæd to the stainless steel tube containing the SeClo by polyflo

tubing. The tubing did break down under the action of the GeClo vapour and had to be

replaced about every three weeks. The high vapour pressure of the GeClo sample meant

that a Vacuum Generators MD6 leak valve was required to limit pressure in the ion source.

This valve allows very precise adjustment of the gas flow and is resistant to the damage

done by the GeCl*.

Once sufficient quantities of the samples were being admitted to the ion source, mea-

surement could begin. Unfortunately, an obstacle was encountered. Dimer ions of the forms

SerClr2* or GerClr2*, were found to be present and were known to be unresolved from peaks

of interest in several cases. The measured value of these mass differences was found to be

artificially shifted in magnitude. Further, the formation of these dimers was shown to be

highly dependent upon source temperature, the prevalence of these dimers increasing with

increasing source temperatues. Accordingly, power dissipation in the ion source was kept

as low as possible by running at low filament currents and keeping associated voltages low.

In this manner, dimer production was greatly reduced. The absence of such dimers was

confirmed by searching the mass spectrum in the neighbourhood of the doublet peaks for a

clear signature of ions corresponding to the suspected contaminant.
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When doublets involving a single chemical compound (ie.76Ge35Cl-74Ge37Cl or

78Se35C1-76Se"Cl¡ were studied, the other compound was excluded from the source. This

was accomplished easily when GeClo was to be eliminated by simply cutting off the gas

flow from the GeClo reservoir bottle. For SeClo to be excluded, however, it was necessary

to clean the source by sandblasting, since SeClo can adhere to the inside of the source. If

this cleaning were not done, SeClo could be present within the source for weeks after the

external oven containing the sample is physically removed.

These procedures were used to eliminate contaminant ions from the mass spectrum.

Using these procedures, we no longer need be concemed, for example, about the

76Ge35C1-74GettCl doublet being contaminated by the 
tusetose"Cl3sCl dimer. However, these

procedures do not remove the possibility of the above doublet being contaminated by a

GetCl, dimer. The same is true for a SeCl-SeCl doublet being contaminated by a SerCl,

dimer.

In order to determine whether the 76Ge35Cl-74Ge37Cl doublet is being contaminated with

a GerCl, dimer we look for a dimer of the form 76Ge7oGe"Cl"Cl (see figure 3-11). This

dimer should occur as a peak exactly halfway between the peaks of the two desired ions.

Any data which contained such a dimer peak was rejected, since some of these dimers are

impossible to resolve from the desired ion peaks. Further, we do not know the intensity

ratio between these dimer contaminants and the desired ions; therefore, a correction for the

effect of such a contaminant is not possible.

There were no such contaminants present in any of the data collected for susceptible

doublets. This was achieved primarily by keeping the power dissipated in the ion source

low. That contaminants were absent is also evident by the rapid convergence of the mass

differences to their final values, and by the consistency of these values with each other and
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with external data.

Contamination is also a problem with cross-doublets such as 
t*Se3tcl-tuce"Cl. In these

cases, the positions of all expected ionic contaminants were calculated and runs were taken

at a resolving power sufficiently high to remove all contamination. Again, these results

converged rapidly and were highly consistent with all available data.

There is one doublet where the above procedure for the removal of the effects of con-

taminants was unsuccessful. This is the 
765e3scl-toce"Cl measurement. In this case, 

tose"Cl

is present and will artificially increase the measured difference between the two ions. The

requiredresolvingpowertoremovethe effectof thiscontaminantion isinexcess of 350,000.

This resolving power was not attainable by Manitoba II given the ion source beam currents

and the required final intensity. Obtaining a value for this doublet was fairly important to

the measurement series, so an attempt to correct for the effect of the contaminant was made.

Eight runs were taken, 64 specfra in all. Each spectrum was then subjected to a process

whichremovedtheeffect of thecontaminant. Thisrequiredknowledge of themass difference

between tose"Cl and 76se3sct which was taken from the 1986 Atomic Mass Evaluation

[V/a88]. It was also necessary to know the relative abundances of the two, a value which

was taken from the Chart of Nuclides tCN87l and assigned a IïVo error. 'With 
these data,

and some of the measured voltages and calculated peak positions, it is possible to calculate

a final value for the mass difference of this doublet.

Note that similar precautions were taken by Ellis et al. in their work. Unfortunately, it

was not appreciated at that time how sensitive dimer production is to filament curent and

elecfron bombardmentvoltage. Moreover, all measurements by Ellis et al.werccompleted

using the visual technique discussed earlier. While the visual method is very effective, it

does not allow one to adequately determine that the resolving power in a given run is suf-
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ficient to disregard the presence of contaminants, nor is there a permanent record of the data

which can be re-analyzed for signs of contamination by dimers or other ions. No attempt

was made by Ellis et al. to measure theT6Se3sCl-T4Ge3TCl difference, since the doublet was

too obscu¡ed by the tose"Cl ionic contaminant.

If a contaminant goes unrecognized, the consequences are severe. A contaminant peak

only fi the size of the principal peak which it is affecting, but too close to be resolved, can

shift the mass measurement by as much as 6 ¡tu in this region (depending on the resolving

power at which the instrument is operated).

The extreme sensitivity of contaminantproduction to source conditions, coupled with

the impossibility of an a posteriori examination of the data of Ellis ¿/ al. for such con-

tamination, lead us to recommend replacement of the values of Ellis et al. withthose of the

present work.
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Figure 3.11 Search for Dimer Contaminant
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3.3.3 Results

There were six doublets measured during the course of this work, five of which directly

overdetermine the desired tuce-tuse difference. See figure 3-l2for a schematic diagram of

which isotopes were compared.

The five relevant differences were used as input dat¿ to a least-squares evaluation.

The sixth measured doublet was not included in the least squares analysis, and was made

only for comparison with new (n,y) [Hu89] data in an attempt to assess a discrepancy

between the previous measurement of Ellis et al. ÍF,185] and other work. As well, a value

for 78se3scl 
,-'ocet'Clrwas taken from the 1986 Atomic Mass Evaluation tWa89l and placed

into the least-squares program. The large error associated with this value (2.18 ¡ru) serves

to make it only a loose constraint to the least-squares evaluation.

The results of the least-squares analysis are:

Table 3-1

Code Doublet Input (pø) Ouçut (pa) Chi-Sq

A

B

C

D

E

tuce-tuse

76Ge37cl-78se3scl

ttsettcl-tuse"cl

tusertCl_tocertcl

76Ge3scl-'4Ge37cl

2t88.60 (42)

1143.s7 (72)

10,14.58 (45)

986.30 (6s)

3174.61, (41)

2188.48 (34)

1143.82 (4s)

1044.66 (39)

e86.17 (42)

3r74.6s (36)

0.08575

0.11891

0.03061

0.04019

0.00801

F t+ç"ssç1-tzce37cl 20s2.0r (26)

ç ttse"clr-toce37cl, 2030.40 (2r8) 2030.83 (s7) 0.03862
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The examination of loop closures of the raw dat¿ gives us insight into the internal

consistency of these data. There are five available loops (see figure 3-I2), all of which,

when appropriately Eeated, should have a final sum/difference value of zero. Using the

symbols for the doublets given in figure 3-12, we have:

A-B-C= 0.45+0.95

E-A-D= -0.3010.88

g-C-D= -0.49+2.32

E-g-B= 0.64+2.33

g+A-E-C= -0.19+2.30

'We may also compare the input values from this measurement series with those of

Ellis ¿/ al. The results are:

^lable3-2

Doublet This Work

(p.u)

Ellis ¿/ al. (ttu) Difference (¡rø)

tuce-tuse

76Ge37 cl-78se"cl

ttse"cl-tuse"cl

ruserrcl_tocerrcl

76Ge3scl-'4Ge37cl

2188.60 (34)

rr43.s7 (4s)

r0M58 (39)

e86.30 (42)

3174.61(36)

2190.92 (s9)

1147.60 (92)

1042.03 (r3s)

3r70.4r (74)

-2.32

-4.03

+2.55

+4.20

74Ge35CI_'r2Ge37Cl 20s2.0r (26) 2047.74 (7r) +4.27

ttse"clr-toce37cl, 2030.40 (2r8)
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One of the motivating factors in measuring this series was to resolve the discrepancy

between the Srn values derived from the mass differences measured by Ellis et al. andthe

,Sr, values derived from the (n,T) data of various groups. We are now in aposition to compare

all available data:

Table 3-3

Nuclide Sr" (keV)

This Work Ellis et al. (n,y) Ref.

'oGe

ttse

tuGe

16979.22(26)

r79r7.s6(37)

rs933.s3(34)

1,6983.21(6r)

17919.s0(79)

rs939.74(69)

16978.s (13)

17916.7 (3)

15933.9 (1,0)

Wa85, Hu89

En81, Yo85

Wa85

Note that there is stong agreement between this work and recent (n,y) data and poor

agreement between this work and the values of Ellis et al.

Thus we have shown the new data presented in this work to be both internally and

externally consistent. We now consider the implications of this new result for the tuce-tuse

mass difference, 2188 .48(34) pu or 2038.56(32) keV, when it is applied to rhe problem of

detecting the neutrinoless double-beta decay of 76Ge to 76Se.
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Figurd 3.12 Schematic of Difference Measurements
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4 Implications of the Q-Value for 76Ge-76Se

4"1 New Data from Other Experiments on Neutrino Mass

Several reports concerning experiments searching for neutrinoless double-beta decay

with hyperpure Ge metal detectors have appeared recently. In both 1986 and 1987, two

separate reviews by Avignone et al. l[v86, Av87l discussed spectra of the lowest-

background data collected by various experiments running at the times of these reviews.

More recently, much improved specfra have been reported for Ge crystal detectors enriched

in76Ge [ca90, va90].

These experiments all contain certain common factors. All are ulfia-low background

experiments in which all sources of background counts are greatly reduced. The result of

this background reduction is a low count rate but a high confidence that events which are

recorded have resulted from a decay in the sample. In addition, most of the experiments

also utilize a veto shield surrounding the detector, composed of a scintillator which gives

off a signal when a particle passes through it and then enters the Ge crystal. By excluding

events in the Ge crystal which occur simultaneously with events in the veto shield, back-

ground is further reduced.

A variation on the above experiments, which is used primarity to search for the 0+-2+

neutrinoless double-beta decay of 76Ge to 76Se, is discussed below. These experiments also

utilize a pure 76Ge crystal detector, and typically also include a veto shield. Further, the

apparatus incoqporates an Íuray of scintillator-type detectors inside the veto shield but

external to the Ge crystal. By recording the energies of events in the Ge only when a ganxna

ray of 559 keV is detected by the scintillators in coincidence with the Ge event (559 keV

being the de-excitation energy of the 2+ state of 76Se), it is possible to detect only the

double-beta decays from the 0* state of 76Ge to the 2+ state of 76Se.
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Final results for both types of experiments are obtained in the same manner. The spectrum

of decay product energies is examined for the presence of a characteristic peak at the Q-value

of this decay. The half-life for the given decay mode can then be derived using a maximum

likelihood analysis, since the number of such decays, sample size and counting time are

known. The mass of the electron neutrino is then calculaæd on the basis of theory.

The Q-value given by Eltis et al.lELï5l was used in a a search which did not reveal any

evidence for BB(Ov) decay in the best decay-product spectra from 76Ge samples [4v87, Ca90,

Va90l (see figures 4-1,, 4-2 and 4-3). A lower limit for the half-life of the zero-neutrino

decay mode can be inferred from these spectra. The majorana neutrino mass is then derived

from the limit on half-life and quoted as an upper limit. The smallest upper limit on the

neutrino mass reported to date which utilizes the Ellis Q-value is that of Yasenko et al.

[Va90], (*,") < 1.4eV.

One slightly discrepant result is that reported by Busto et al.lBu9Ol for the collabo-

ration working on the Frejus tunnel experiment. Here, a large Ge crystal is used to detect

decays from the 0* ground state of tuce to the T first excited state of tuse. This is done by

requiring events in the Ge crystal to be coincident with a gamma event in surrounding NaI

detectors. The gamma energy must be approximately that of the de-exciting gamma from

the first excited state of the 76Se. about 559 keV.

Busto et al. report two peaks in the region of their spectra corresponding to that

indicatedbytheQ-value of Ellisetal. OnepeakintheGeoccurs at1484 keVwithan

accompanying gamma ray at 561 keV. The other peak occurs at 1480 keV with a garnma

at606keV. Thefirstpeakremainsunidentified,butthepeakatl4S0keVhasbeendefinitely

linked to the presence of "oBi. A discussion of the implications of the new Q-value result

in connection with this experiment will be presented in the next section.
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Other types of experiments have also been used to investigate the neutrino mass question,

regardless of its Majorana or Dirac character. Among these are several efforts concerned

withexaminingthe shapeof theKurieplotnearthe end-pointof the elecfronenergy spectrum

for the decay of 3H to 'He. The latest of these efforts to report is that of Bowles et at. [8o89]

which provides a limit on the neutrino mass of (*,") < 13.4eV. Information on the shape

of the Kurie curve is obscured by (a) statistical limitations and (b) the absence of information

on the populations of possible final states for the 3He atom. The available direct mass

difference measurements, obtained by several groups using ion cyclotron resonance tech-

niques, disagree with one another [St88].

The only supernova recorded using modern neutrino observatories, SN1987a, provided

a unique opportunity to study the neutrinos produced in a supernova explosion. The raw

data has been subjected to a mass analysis. A typical limit on the mass of the elecfon

neutrino as aresultof such analysis is(m"") < 1leV [8a87].

As described in Chapters 2 and 3, mass difference measurements which were used to

derive the Q-value for the double-beta decay of 76Ge to 76Se, as measured by Ellis et al.,

disagree with those measured in this work. As stated in Chapter 3, we recommend that the

values of Ellis et al. be replaced by the appropriate values from this work. Because the

Q-value for the double-beta decay of 76Ge to 76Se 
has been altered by this work, a re-analysis

of existing double-beta decay specfra is required.
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4.2 New Result and Imptications

The Q-value for the double-bet¿ decay of 76Ge to tuse is shown by this work to be

2038.56(32) keV. This value should be applied to the best decay-product energy specra

available for the 76Ge crystal detectors in order to establish a halflife for the neutrinoless

double-beta decay.

A maximum likelihood analysis was performed as described by Avignone et al. [Av87]

on the spectrum given by Vasenko et al. [Va90]. This atlows determination of a half-tife

for the 0*-0* neutrinoless double-beta decay. This mode can proceed if the elecfon neutrino

has a mass or if the weak current contains right-handed currents. The result of the analysis

on the region of the spectrum surroundin g2039 keV is a most probable number of counts

in the peak of -14.25 and a width for the likelihood function of 4.70. This allows the

calculation of a limit on the half-life for the neutrinoless double-beta decav of TuGe to the

gtound state of 76Se of:

fIrQ. - 0*) > 2.4 x 10u yearc(6ïVoC.L)

The background estimate for use in this analysis was m = 3.58 +0.28 countslkeV. An

inherent energy resolution for the Ge detector of o, = 2.0keV was used. All counts, other

than those in a7 keV region surrounding the channel corresponding to the new Q-value,

are assumed to be background. A timit on the half-life for the neutrinoless double-beta

decay is calculated by setting the value of c in the expression:

(ln2)Nr
t lt) - c
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equal to the width of the likelihood function. This yields a limit on the half-life to the 687o

confidence interval.

It should be noted that some of the counts which might occur at 2039 keV due to

neutrinoless double-beta decay could be attributed to the 0*-2* form of this decay mode,

where the de-excitation garnma ray from the T staæ of tuse 
has been completely absorbed

in the Ge detector. However, a Monte Carlo analysis by Avignone et al. tAv85l has shown

that there is aprobability of 0.49, in his detector, that the gammaray will completely escape.

Thus, the level of such contamination of the 0*-0* data by counts from the 0*-2* decay is

expected to be small, but the possibility should be noted.

One should also note that the entire analysis assumes that the counts in all channels

not within 3 keV ofthe channel corresponding to 2039keY are pure background and are

not caused bv contaminants.

The spectrum of Caldwell et al. [Ca90] also has no statistically significant number of

events in the region of the channel corresponding to the Q-value of 2039 keV. The maximum

likelihood technique gives a most probable number of counts of -63.4 with a width for the

likelihood function of 10.6. The background value used was m = 19.8 + 0.5 and the energy

resolution used was o, = 1.64keV. In this case, the limit on the half-life is:

TlirQ. -0*) > 8.8 x 1023yearc(6TvoC.L.)

A similar analysis may also be done for specffa from experiments searching for the

neutrinoless double-beta decay from the ground state of 76Ge to the first excited. state of 76Se,

a0* -2* transition. This mode can occur only if the weak force has a right-handed component
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in the current. Avignone et al. [Av86] give the spectrum from the PNL/uSC detector for

theregion 559keV below the 2039 keV area (figure 4-2). Onceagain, a maximumlikelihood

analysis was performed on the appropriate channels. This procedure yietded a halflife for

this mode of:

r,T(0. - 2*) = (7. 111 ) x 1020years (6BToC.L.)

The background value was m =2.0* 0.5 counts/keV and the energy resolution of the

detector was taken to be o* = I.64.

This result is not conclusive, however. It is expected from theoretical considerations

that the double-beta decay of TuGe to the fi¡st excited state of 76Se would proceed at a slower

rate than the decay to the ground state of tuse. Fwther, this result for the decay is much

shorter than would be predicted theoretically. There is evidence from geochemical data that

the two-neutrino mode of double-beta decay should have a much shorter half-life than either

neutrinoless mode. A preliminary result by Miley et al.lMi9}l for the two-neufrino decay

mode of 76Ge is (1.1T3) x 1021 years (95Vo C.L.). It is possible that the work of Basto et al.

may bear directly on this result.

Busto et al.lBu9}l have found that their spectrum searching for the 0*-2* neutrinoless

double-beta decay of 76Ge is contaminated by counts at 1480 keV related. to the presence of

"oBi. This is precisely the energy at which our new results would. place the decay of 76Ge

to the first excited state of 
76Se. Hence, we must conclude that, given the reported background

levels of the Frejus experiment in 1990, this group would be unable to observe and to draw

conclusions regarding the 0*-2* neutrinoless double-beta decay of 76Ge.

Since the effect of such contamination on an experiment searching for this mode of
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neutrinoless double-beta decay in 76Ge 
has not been considered, it appears that no conclusions

should be drawn from the positive result of the maximum likelihood calculation on the data

of Avignone et al.

'We now consider the question of a Majorana mass for the electon neutrino. In any

determination of the mass of the elecEon neutrino from the half-life for the neutrinoless

double-beta decay, we must use expressions derived from involved nuclear structure cal-

culations. Most of these expressions for the mass include three basic terms, one involving

the Majorana mass of the electron neutrino and two involvingright-handed coupling terms.

Masses are generally determined as limits from the theoretical expressions by ignoring the

right-handed couplings.

The theoretical expressions are of the form:

tu')<{^?c'i4.\;",\-.-vet- 
| ¡(Ov) |
\"mm)

The values of Cf)are taken from the work of Tomoda and Faessler [To87], and from

Muto, Bender and Klapdor [Mu89]. The limits on the elecfion neutrino Majorana mass are

listed in table 4-1 (all limits are to the 68Vo confidence interval).
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Table 4-1

Tomoda, Faessler Muto, Bender, Klapdor

Caldwell et al. 1.57 eV 1.63 eV

Yasenko et al. 0.95 eV 0.99 eV

The limits on the mass of the electron neutrino derived from data for the neutrinoless

double-beta decay of TuGe are in agreement with the best limit from 3H beta decay,

(*,") < t3.4eY [8o89] . The new results are also consistent with the limit from geochemisbry,

(^u") <O.MeY [Ki83], and with the limits derived from the dara of SN1987a, (m,") < LIeY

lBa87l and(m,") <20eY [Ko87].

Data from the new generation of hyperpure ultralow background Ge detectors are

leading to a sharp reduction in the upper limit on the electron neutrino mass, relative to the

limits established by the first generation insffuments. The new Q-value from this work is

more precise and is more accurate than earlier measurements. Thus, the new Q-value will

assist in further work directed at establishing improved limits on the mass of the elecffon

neutrino, and thereby imposing consfraints on the theory of fundamental particles.
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Figure 4.1 Spectrum from ITEPÆePI Enriched Derecror (1990)
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Figure 4.2 Spectrum from UCSB ILBL Derecror (1990)
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Figure 4.3 Spectrum from PNL/IJSC for 0*-2* Neutrinoless Double-Beta Decay of 76Ge
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6 Á.ppendix A - Data Acquisition Program

PROGRÁM SPEC
C Read spectrae from Fabritek lnstnrment (FIl) and store in a disk file.
C Calls machine routines FTMEM, FTKEY, and FTGET in FTILJB.
C l3aprl988 - change function keys to 14,5-8 and display max counts,

IOGICALDUMP,GOON
CHARACTER PROMPT*I
INTEGER*2 TAG,C2
DUMP =.FAÍ,SE.
GOON=.FA[SE.
PROI\,üT= CHAR(I)

to WRITE(*,20) PROMPT
20 FORMAT(",A1,'"$)

CALLFTKEY(C2)
rF(c2.8Q.59*2s6)TlrEN

C Fl - Open new data fde.
CÀLL OPNNE\ryOAG,DUMP)
GOON =.TRUE.

EtsE IF(C2.EQ.62*256)THEN
C F4 - Open old data file.-CÀLL 

OPNOLDCIAG,DUMP)
GOON =.TRUE.

Et^sE IF(C2.EQ. 87 *256)Tï{EN
C SHIFI F4 - Continue inæm:pæd file.

CALL CONOLDCTAC,DUMP)
GOON =.TRUE.

ELSE IF(C2.EQ.66*256)THEN
C F6 - Exit.

DUMP =.TRUE.
ELSE
CALL HELPI

END IF
rF(DUMP)GoTO 330

C Exit.
IF(.NOT.GOON)GOTO 10

C File is now open, on to data accumulation.
PRoMPT=CHAR(2)

30 WRITE(*,20) PROMPT
c,{LLF-[KEY(C2)
IF(C2.8Q.63*256)THEN

C F5 - Read spectrum.
CALL FRSPEC(TAG,DUMP)

ELSE IF(C2.EQ.66*256)THEN
C F8 - Exit.

CALL XIT(TAG,DUMP)
ELSE rF(C2.EQ.84*256)TTTEN

C SHIF'I Fl - Change TAG.
CALL CHTAGCTAG)

ELSE rF(C2.EQ.88*256)THEN
C SHIFI F5 - Backspace one spectrum.

CALL BACKSPCTAG)
ELSE IF(C2.EQ.9t*256)THEN

C SHIFI FB - Skip forward one spectrum.
CALLSKIPFO(TAG)

ELSE
CALL HELP2

END IF
rF(.NOT.DUMP)GOTO 30
cl-osE(1)

330 STOP 'End of SPECTRUM.'
END
SUBROUTINE OPNNEWCTAG,DUMP)

C First check if there is roorn on the default disk for a set of ten
C spectrae, 82000 bytes. If not, say another disk is needed and exit.
C Set DUMP = .TRUE.. If there is roorn then ask for the name of the data
C file. INQUIRE as to the file's existance. If it exists already, say
C so and exit as before. If not, open a new file for use. Ask for
C initial TAG (counter).

LOGICAL DUMP,TOBE
INTEGER*2 TAG,BPS,SPC,NFC
INTEGER*4 MEM
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CHARACTER FLNAME*¿|O
DUMP =.FAIsE.
TAG= r
WRITE(*,*)'Open New File.'
CALLFTMEM(BPS,SrcNFC)
MEM = BPS*SPC*NFC
IF(MEM.LT.82000)THEN
ILRITE(*,*) 'læss than 82000 bytes on rhe currenr'
WRITE(*,*) 'disk. Not enough ioqn for another set'
WRITE(*,*)'of ten spectrae.'
![_tlf (-Ð Tfy agaìn with an empry, formatred disk.'
DUMP =.TRUE.

ELSE
WRITE(*,10

40

l0

20

FORMAT(' Enþr name for new data file: ')
READ(*,2o) FLNAME
FORMAT(A40)
INQUIRE(FILE=FLNAME,EXIST=TOBE)
IFCTOBE)THEN

tBM(*,*) 'A file with that name already exists on'
WRITE(*,*) 'the current disk. Try a different name,'
![.lTE(*,*) 'or use F4 to append dara onto the old'
WRITE(*,*) 'fi1s.'
DUMP =.TRUE.

ELSE
OPEN(UNIT= I,FILE=FLNAME,STATUS=' NEw' )
WRITE(*,40)

F-ORMATC Enter number for new TÀG (1):',$)
READ(*,*) TAc
IF(TAG.LT.1)THEN
WRITE(*,*) 'TAG must be greater than zero. Ser ro l.'
TAG=1

ELSE IF(MODCrAc,l0).NE. t)THEN
WRITE(*,*LMOD(IAG,10) nor equal ro 1.'
TÄG=1+(tAG+9)/10
WRITE(*,*)'TAG set to',TAG

END IF
END IF
END IF
RETIIRN
END
SUBROUTINE OPNOLDGAG,DUMP)
Check for room on disk, exit if none.
Check existance offile, if not, wam and dump.
If_exists, open and read to the end. If last tag ñot a mulriple
of ten, wam, close, and dump.
If all ok, set tåg to +l of tast, ready to append ro file.
LOGICAL DUMP.TOBE.ENF
INTEGER*2 TAG,BPS,SPC,NFCJSPEC(1024,4)
INTEGER*4 MEM
CHARACTER FLNAME*4O
DUMP =.FAI,SE.
TAG= I
WRITE(*,*)'Open Old File.'
CALL FTMEM(BPS,SPC,NFC)
MEM= BPS*SPC*NFC
IF(MEM.LT.82000)THEN
WRITE(*,*) 'Less than 82000 b¡es free on currenr'
I{RITE(*,*) 'disk. Not enough room for anorher ser'
WRITE I*,*'¡ 'of ten spectrae. Try again with an'
WRITE(*,*) 'empty, 

-formatted 
áisk-, usine Fl to open'

WRITE(*,'I') 'a nèw data file.
DUMP =.TRUE,

ELSE
WRITE(*,10)
FORMATC Enter name of old data file: ')
REAOl*,2s¡ FLNAME
FORMAT(A40)
INQUIRE(FILE=FLNAME,EXIST=TOBE)
IF(.NOT.TOBE)ïtEN
WRITE(*,*) 'Given ñle does not exist on the current'
WRITE(*,*) 'disk. Try anothername orcreate a new'
WRITE(*,*) 'file with Fl.'

c
c
C
C
C

10

20
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c
c
c
c
C

DUMP=,TRUE.
EI^SE
OPEN(UNIT= I,FILE=FLNAME,STATUS='OLD' )
CALL RDFLCTAG JSPEC,EN Ð
IF(.NOT.ENF) GOTO 30
\ryRITE(*,*) 'I-ast TÀG in file was',TAG
IF(MODCTAG, 10).N8.o)THEN
WRm(*,*) 'l¿st TAG not a multiple of æn.'
WRITE(*,*) 'Use SHIFT F4 to coniinue an inæm¡pted'
WRITE(*,*) 'set of ten spectrae.'
DUMP=.TRUE.
cl-osE(l)

ELSE
TAG=TAG+l

_WRITE(*,*) 'TAG fornext spectrum is',TAG
END IF

END IF
END IF
RETI.JRN
END
SUBRoUTINE CONOLDCL{G,DUMP)
Exit if file does not exist. Open, read to end. l¿st tae
probably not a multiple of 10. Set tag to last + l, fig-ure
space- needed to complete, If not enough space, wam, close,
exit. If ok, ready to append to file. Display last and
cuffent tå9.
LOGICAL DUMP,TOBE,ENF
INTEGER*2 TAG,BPS,SPC,NFCJSPEC(1 024,4)J
INTEGER*4 MEMRMEM
CHARACTER FLNAME*4o
DUMP=.FAI,SE.
TAG= I
WRITE(*,*) 'Continue Old File.'
WRITE(*,10)
l9B!4T( Er¡ter name of inæmrpted data file: ')
READ(*,2o) FLNAME
FORMAT(A40)
INQUIRE(FILE=FLNAME,EXIST=TOB E)
IF(.NOT.TOBE)THEN
WRITE(*,*) 'Given fiIe does not exist on current'
WRITE(*,*) 'disk. Try another name or create a new'
WRITE(*,*) 'f¡le with Fl.'
DUMP =.TRUE.

ELSE
OPEN(UNIT=1,FILE=FLNAME,STATUS='OLD' )
CALL RDFLCTAG,JSPEC,ENÐ
rF(.NOT.ENF)GOTO 30
WRITE(*,*)'t¿st TAG in frle was',TAG
J=10-MOD(rAc,l0)
WRITE(*,*) J,' spectrae needed'
WRITE(*,*)'to c-cn'nplete this ser.'
CALL F-TMEM(BPS,Src,NFC)
MEM= BPS*SPC*NFC
IF(J.EQ.0)THEN
rF(MEM.LT.82000)THEN
]BIIE(*,*) 'læss than 82000 bytes on currenr disk.'
WRIÏE(*,*) 'Not enough roøn for another set of ten'
\ryRITE(*,*) 'spectrae. Try again with an emptv.'
Iß!TE(i,:) lformatæd disk, using Fl ø opehã'new'
WRITE(*,*)'dat¿ file.'
DUMP=.TRUE.

END IF
ELSE
RMEM = J*8200
IF(MEM.LT.RMEM)TI{EN
IVBITE(*,*)'Less than',RMEM,' bytes'
IBITE(*,*) 'on current disk. Not enough room for'
IßlTE(i,:) 't!e rest of rhis set of ren sþectrae.'
IBITE(*,Ð 'You"ll have to copy rhe data file '
WRITE(*,*) 'to a new disk with more roøn.'
DUMP=.TRUE.

END IF
END IF

t0

20

30
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C
c
c
C
C
C
c

l0

20
30

100

6
5

10

IF(DUMP)THEN
cl.osE(1)

ELSE
TAG=TAG+ I
WRITE(*,*) 'TAG for the next sp€ctrum is',TAG

ENDIF
END IF
RETI,JRN
END
SUBROUTINE HELPI
WRITE(*,*)'------Fint stage cornmands:'
WRITE(*,*)' Fl: Create a new dæa file.'
WRITEI*,I'¡' F4: Open an old data file to add'
WRITE(*,*) ' a nèw set of ten speclrae.'
WRITE(*,*) 'SHIFT F4: Open an old dæa file to'
WRITE(*,*)' continue an inæmrpæd set'
WRITE(*.*)' of ten spectr¿e.'
WRITE(*;+)' F8: Exir."
R-ETIJRN
END
SUBROUTINE HELP2
WRITE(*,*)'---------Second stage cornmands:'
WRITE(*,*) 'SHIFT Fl: Change the TAG number.'
WRITE(*,*)' F5: Read a spectrum from the'
WRITE(*,*)' Fabriteklnstn¡ment.'
WRITE(*,*) 'SHIFT F5: Backspace over the last'
WRITE(*,*)' spectrum.'
WRITE(*,*)'SHIFT F8: Skip to the next spectrum.'
WRITE(*:*i' F8: Exit.' ^

RETI,JRN
END
SUBROUTINE RDFL(T,AG,JSPEC,ENÐ
LOGICALENF
INTEGER*2 J,K,JSPEC(1024,4),TAG
ENF =.FAlsE.
READ(I,1O,END=100) TAG
FORMAT(A2)
DO 20 J=1,4
READ(1,30,END=100) (JSPEC(KÐ,K=1, I 024)

CONTINUE
FORMAT(102442)
RETIJRN
ENF = .TRUE.
BÀCKSPACE 1

RETI,JRN
END
SUBROUTINE FRSPEC(TAG,DUMP)
Assume there's enough space on the disk for this spectmm.
Read the spectrum. Check for wild points - give waming if
neccessary. Ask for <CR> to store in current fiIe at current
position, other character to abort without incrementing TAG.
If ok, write TAG, spectrum. ff TAG is zero mod ten, check
space for new set of ten. If no space, warn and dump.
If space, increment TAG.
LOGICALDUMP
INTEGER*2 TAG JSPEC(1024,4),C2 J,K,BPS,SPC,NFC
INTEGER*4MEM
DUMP=.FAISE.
DO 5 J=1.4
DO 6 K=I,1@4
JSPEC(K,J) = 0

CONTINUE
CONTINUE
WRITE(*,10)TAG
FORMAT(' Reading #',I4,'...',$)
CALL FTGET(JSPEC)
tvRITE(*,15)
FORMAT('Got it. Max counts:')
CALLWILD(JSPEC)
WRITE(*,*)'Hit ENTER to store spectn¡m, anything'
WRITE(*,*)'else to try again:'
CALLF'TKEY(C2)
rF(c2.NE.13)THEN

15
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20

30

40
50

60

WRITE(*,*) 'Press F5 to re¿d spectrum number',TAG
ELSE
WRITE(*,20) TAG

FORMAT(' Writing spectrum',14,'...',$)
wRrTE(l,30) TAG

FORMAT(À2)
DO 40 J=1,4
WRITE(1,50) (JSPEC(KÐ,K=I,102a)

CONTINUE
FORMAT(I02442)
WRITE(*,60)

FORMATC All done.')
rF(MODCTAG, 10).EQ.0)THEN
WRITE(*,*) 'Set of ten spectrae now cønplete.'
CALL F'TMEM@PS,SPCNFC)
MEM = BPS{'SPC*NFC
rF(MEM.LT.82000)THEN
wRrTE(*,*) CHAR(7),CHAR(7)
\ryRITE(*,*) 'No space on disk for another set of ten'
WRITE(*,*) 'spectrae - start a new data file on a'
WRITE(*,*)'bla¡k, formatted disk with cqnmand Fl.'
DUMP=.TRUE.

END IF
END IF
TAG=TAG+1
1VRITE(*,*) 'TAG fornext spectmm is',TAG

END IF
RETURN
END
suBRouTrNE wr LD (JSPEC)
Announce presence of wild points in spectrum.
Just write maximum counts for each ouadrant.
INTECER*2 JSPEC(1024,4),J,K,M,ÛC,MAXC(4)
wc --0
DO 100 J=1,4
MAXC(J) = 0
DO 50 K=3,1û23
rF(JSPEC(K,J).GT.MAXC(J))THEN
MAXC(J) = JSPEC(KJ)

END IF
CONTINUE

CONTINUE
WRITE(*,200) MAXC
FORMAT(4r7)
RETIJRN
END
SUBROUTINE XITGAG,DUMP)
LOGICALDUMP
INTEGER*2 TAG,C2
WRITE(*,*) 'Exit.'
rF(MOD(TAG, l o).EQ. I )THEN
DUMP=.TRUE.

ELSE
WRITE(*,*) CHARC/)
WRITEI*',+¡ 'Set of ten spectrae is not complele.'
WRITE(*,*) 'Hit X to coñfirm exit:'
CALL FTKEY(C2)
IF(C2.EQ. 88.OR.C2.EQ. l 20)THEN
TWRITEl*,*¡'Exit confirmed.'
DUMP=.TRUE.

ELSE
WRITE (*, *)' Exit aborted, program conti nues.'
DUMP=.FAI,SE.

END IF
END IF
RETURN
END

50
100

2û
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20
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SUBROUTINE CHTAGCTAG)
INTEGER*2 TAG
WRITE(*,*) 'Current tag value fornext spectrum is',TAG
WRITE(*,20)
FORMAT('$Enter new value: ')
REÀD1*,*,PR*=10) TAG
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE BACKSPCTAG)
INTEGER*2 TAGJ,T
WRITE(*.*)'Backspace.'
DO t0 J:1.5
BACKSPACE 1

CONTINUE
READ(I,20,8ND=100) T
FORMAT(A2)
BACKSPACE I
WRITE(*,*)'Old TAc was',TAG
WRITE(*,*)'Current TAG is',7
TÀG=T
RET1JRN
WRITE(*,*)'File is empty. TAG is still',TAG
BACKSPACE 1

RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SKIPFO(TAG)
INTEGER*2 TAG JSPEC( 1024,4),T,K,T I,T2
WRITE(*,*) 'Skip.'
READ(I,l0,END=300) Tl
FORMAT(A2)
DO 20 J=1,4
READ(1,30,8ND=300) (JSPEC(KÐ,K=1,1024)

CONTINUE
FORMAT(Iæ4À2)
READ(l,10,END=a00) T2
BACKSPACE 1

IFCTAG.NE.TI)THEN
WRITE(*,*) CHAR(7)
WRITE(*,*) 'Old intemal tag not same as old tag'
WRITE(*,*) 'in file, which was',Tl

END IF
WRITE(*,+)'Old TAc was',TAG
TAG = T2
WRITEI*,*¡'New TAG is',TAG
RETIJRN
WRITE(*,*) 'At End of File. TAG srill',TAG
BACKSPACE I
RETIJRN
WRITE(*,*) 'At end of file. TAG was',TAG
TAG=Tl+1
WRITE(*,*)'Incremented to',TAG
BACKSPACE I
RETURN
END

t0

20
30

300

; Subroutines to be called from FORTRAN to rcad spectrums from the
; Fabritek Intnrment (FII), and to do things to the 'p'rinter' data
; and control ports at 278ü and 274H.
; Call with thè form:
; INTEGER*2 JSPEC(0:4095),JDATA,JCONT,BPS,SPC,NFC,C2
; (or jspec(I,u1096), OR JSPEC(I024,4) )
; CALL FTïGET(JSPEC) ! Retums spectrum in array JSPEC.
; CALL FTIHMets the strobe iìne to +5V.
: CALL FTILO ! Sets the strobe Iine to 0V.
: CALLFTIP1S ! Makes a pulse on the strobe line - 0, then 5V.
; çAI-1, ETß.DT(JDAT4) ! Retums the contents of the data port (0-255)
; CALL FTIRCN(JCONÐ ! Retums the contents of the control port.
; ! Strobeline is bit0 (0-7).
; CALL FTMEM(BPS,SPC,NFC)! Retums B¡esPerSector, SectorsPerCluster,
; ! and NumberofFreeClusters forthe default
; ! disk drive.
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; CALL F-IKEY(C2)! Waits for keypress, echoes, and retr¡ms in C2.
; ! Key in C2(HI), or NUL and extended in C2(I-O).
; But first, a few handy macros:
INTO MACRO ; Shuffles base pointer, saves registen.

PUSH BP
MOV BP,SP
PUSH AX
PUSH BX
PUSH DX
ENDM

OUTOF MÄCRO
POP DX
POP BX
POP AX
MOV SP,BP
POP BP
ENDM

; Pops regisæn from stack, unshuffles BP.

MSD( MACRORG; Shift regisærleft by six - *64.
SHLRG,I
SHLRG.l
SHLRG,l
SHLRG,l
SHLRG.l
SHLRG,l
ENDM

FPUISE MACRO . ; Outputapulseonrhe srrobelineLO,HL
MOV DX,CPORI
MOV AX.LOBIT
OUT DX,AL
MOV AX,HIBIT
OUT DX,AL
ENDM

FRDBYT MACRO BYTEN : Read one of the 3 bvtes and stash ir
MOV DX,DPORT
IN AL.DX
MOV BYTEN,AL
ENDM

FREAD3 MACRO ; Read all three bvres and srore.
FRDBYT BHI
MOVCX,ZERO

LOOP2:NOP
INCCX
CMPCX,DELD
JB LOOP2
FPUISE
FRDBYT BMD
MOVCX,ZERO

LOOP3:NOP
INCCX
CMPCX,DELD
JB LOOP3
FPUI.SE
FRDBYT BLO
MOV CX,ZERO

LOOP4:NOP
INCCX
CMPCX,DELD
JB LOOP4
FPUTSE
ENDM

F"IRÀNS MACRO ; Translate 3 bytes to 2for anay.
NOT BHI ; FTI is upside down.
NOT BMD
NOT BLO
MOVAX,0
MOV AL,BHI
MSD(AX
MOVDX.O
MOVDL,BMD
ADD AX,DX
MSD(AX
MOVDL.BLO

away,
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ADD AX,DX ;AX=(BHI*64+BMD)*64+BLO
MOV ES:[BX],AX ; Assume BX is the corre¡t offset into the
ENDM ; given array.
TITLE FTILIB
SUBT'TL VO.O 1OFEB88
; V0.l I8FEB88 - Try to use natwal delay between
; FPUISE a¡rd read of BHI.

DATA SEGMENTPUBUC'DATA'
HIBIT EQU I ; Make strobe line +5V.
LOBIT EQU 0 ; Make strobe line 0V.

; Note that us'ally the cønputer reeards I as +5V and 0 as 0V.
; With our hackeã printer boar¿, thõ outu.¡t for a I is 0V a¡¡d for
; a 0 is +5V. Furthèr along is a SdmidtTrigger which inverrs rhese
; voltages back to the normal standard. Theyãre then fed into the
; Fabritek Instrument which uses +5V as lolical 0 and 0V as logical l.
; The FTI wants the line to be normally logical 0 with a pulse to
; logical I and back to 0 ø advance thè mémory addressl
; Unforamately the initial state of the conpuæi is to feed 0V
; Qogical l) into the FTI (after the trigger). Thus rhe first
; trânsition the m sees is not a nice prfse, but a step from
; 0V to +5V (which is what the FTI tñggen on).
; Now that is cleared up, on with the program!

ZERO EQUq A zero,just foigeneral use - -
DELD EQU5H; Number of NOPs for delayins rhe pulses

PPQBI Ea_t] Tq!._ ; tlardwiredãdd-ress of data port on printer card.
CPORT EQU 27 AH ; Hardwired address of contiol port.
BHI DB 0 ;Mostsignificantbyteofthethree.'
BMDDBO:
BLO DB O

MAXN DW 2*4096 ; Offsetjustpasttheend ofthearray.
ARENDDW0; Don't use MAXN - donÌ wairt to screw ir up.
DATA ENDS
DGROUP GROUP DATA
CODE SEGMENT'CODE'

ASSUME CS:CODE,DS :DGROUP.SS:DGROUP
PUBLIC FTIGET
PUBLIC FTIHI
PUBLIC FTILO
PUBLIC FTIPI-S

; Read spectrum.
; Strobe HI.
; Strobe LO.
; Pulse the stobe line - LO then HI.

PUBLIC FIIRDT ; Read the data Þort.
PUBLIC F IIRCN ; Read the contrã port.
PUBLICFIMEM; Read free disk space.
PUBLICFTKEY: Read kewress
FTIGET PROC FAR

INTO
LES BX,DWORD PTR [BP+6] ; Ger poinrer to the srarr of rhe
MOVAX,BX; supplied array.
ADDAX.MAXN'

_ ^ ^_ Ìt!O]{REND,AX; AREND now points to end of array.
LOOP: FREAD3

CALLF-TRNPC
INC BX
INC BX
CMP BX,AREND
JBLOOP
; Data port now has 255(=0by1g).
; Control port bit 0 now has a I (=+5V).
OUTOF
RET 4

FTIGET ENDP
FIRNPC-PROC NEAR; Translate bytes ro rìe array.

PUSH BP
MOV BP,SP
FTRANS
MOV SP,BP
POP BP
RET

FTRNPC ENDP
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FIIHI PROC FAR ; Strobe HI, +5V.
INTO
MOV DX,CPORT
MOV AX,HIBIT
OUT DX,AL
OUTOF
RET

FTIHI ENDP
FTILO PROC FAR :Strobel-o,0v.

INTO
MOV DX.CPORT
MOV AX,LOBIT
OUT DX.AL
OUTOF
RET

FTILO ENDP
mPl.S PROC FAR ; Pulse the strobe line, LO to HL

INTO
FPUI"SE
OUTOF
RET

FTIPI-S ENDP
FTIRDT PROC FAR ; Read the datâ port.

INTO
LES BX,DWoRD PTR [BP+6]
MOV AX,O
MOV DX,DPORT
IN AL,DX
MOV ES:[BX],AX
OUTOF
RET 4

F'TIRDT ENDP
F'TIRCN PROC FAR ; Read the control port.

INTO
LES BX,DWORD PTR [BP+6]
MOV AX.O
MOV DX,CPORT
IN AL,DX
MOv ES:[BX],AX
OUTOF
RET 4

F'TIRCN ENDP
FTMEMPROCFAR; Find size of free disk space.

INTO
PUSHCX
MOVAH,36H
MOVDL,O
INT2IH
MOVDX,BX
LESBX,DWORD PTR [BP+14]
MOVES:[BX],CX; Retums BytesPerSector in first parameter.
LESBX,DWORD PTR [BP+lOj
MOVES :[BX],AX; SectorsPerCluster in second.
LESBX,DWORD PTR [BP+6]
MOVES:[BX],DX; NumberofFreeClusters in third.
POPCX
OUTOF
R-E'TI2

F'TMEMENDP
FIKEYPROCFAR; Read keypress.

PUSHBP
MOVBP.SP
PUSHAX
PUSHBX
LESBX,DWORD PTR [BP+6]
MOVAH,T
INT21H
MOVES:[BX],ÀI Key in AL, or NUL and exrended in AH.
INCBX
CMPAL,O
JEEXTEN; If extended, get next keycode.
MOVAL,q If not, put 0 in low byte.
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JMPNEXTN
EXTEN:INT2IH
NEXTN:MOVES:IBX],AL

POPBX
POPAX
MOVSP,BP
POPBP
RET4

FTKEYENDP
CODE ENDS

END
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7 Appendix B - The SMOOFT Subroutine (as used in data analysis)

(fora listing of the remainderof the SPEAK analysis package, see the Ph.D. thesis of M.H. Sidky [Si90])

C{<{<+**{<******{.*'*{.***¡{.*************************************
subroutine smooft (yin,n,pts)

c
c smooths an anay Yin of length N with a window whose
c full width is of order PTS neighboring points, a user
c supplied value. Yin IS MODIFIED !!
c Yin must fit inside y(2048), n+pts<=2048.
c
C*****{.*******{.*r*.****f.t ***********************************

imptcit real*8 (a-h),(o-z)
parameter(mmax=2048)
dimension y(mmax),þ(rnmax)

C** * *** ** i< * * * **(*! r<* *:Ì* i< ** * *

doj=1¡
yc)=yin(i)

end do
C'{<* * *{. i< *{. {. **d. {.{. {. ** {.*{. {< {< * * *

m=2
nmin=r+2.*pts

I if(m.lt.nmin)then
m=2*m

goto I
endif

c write(*,*)'n='¡,'pts=',pts,'m='Jn,'mmax='Jnmax
if(m.gt.mmax) pause 'mmax too small. type CONTINUE to go on.'
const=(pts/m)**2
yl=y(1)
Ynry(n)
m1=1./(n_1.)
do I I j=l¡
yO=y(j)-m 1 

*(y I *(n-j)+yn*(-1 ))
1 I continue

if(n+ 1.le.m)then
do 12 j=n+l,m
vÜ)=o12 continue

endif
mo?;rn12
call realft(y¡no2,l)
y(l)=y(1)/mo2
fac=1.
do 13 j=lJno2-1
k=2*j+l
if(fac.ne.0.)then
fac4max I (0.D0,(( l. D0-const*j **2) lmo2))
Yft)dac*Yft)
Y(k+ 1)=fac*Y(k+ 1)

else

v(k){.
Y(k+l)=0'

endif
13 continue

fac=dmax I (0.D0,(( 1. D0-0.25*pts* *2)/mo2))
y(Z)=flac*yQ)
call realft(y¡no2,-1)
do l4j=l¡
y0)=m I * (y 1 * (n-i)+yn* ( - l))+y(l)

14 continue
clt ¡t******¡k{<{.***{.{<{.{.*{<t<*:k**

doj=1¡
Yin(i)=Y0)

eird do
c:k,k{<{<*{<**d<*:k{<d.**¿¡t **:t<'{<***¿**

retum
end
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C{<* * ***<***+*{.¡}**:1.{.*****¡{.*****************{.************* ********
subroutine real-ft (data¡,ima¡k)

C* * ***:1.+*d( *{. *. l.{. * *¡{. {r * {. ¡ft {.{. * ** * ** *** * *d(* ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** *** * ** * *

implicit real*8 (a-h),(o-z)
real* I wr,wi,wpr,wpi,wtemp,theta
dimension data(2*n)
REAL* 16 h 1i,hlr,h2i,h2r

theta=3. | 41 59 265 3 589793 dO/dble (n)
cl=0.5
if (imark.eq.l) then
c?;-0.5
call fourl(data¡,+1)

else
cÈo.5
theta=-theta

endif
wpr=-2. 0d0*dsin(0.5d0*theta¡**2
wpi=dsin(theta)
wr=1.0d0+wpr
wt=!vpt
n2p3-2*n+3
doll i=2¡12
i1=2*i-l
i2=i1+1
i3=n2p3-i2
i4=i3il
wß=sngl(wr)
wis=sngl(wi)
h I r=c I *(data(i 1)+data(i3))
h I i=cl *(daø(i2)-data(i4))
h2r= -c2* (daø(i2)+ d ata(i4))
h2 i -¡2 * (data(i I )-d ata(i 3 ))
data(i 1)=h 1r+wn*h2r-wis*h2i
data(i2)=h I i+wrs*h2i+wis*h2r
daø(i3)=h l r-wn*h2r+wis*h2i
data(i4)=-h I i+wrs*h2i+wis*h2r
wfemD=wr
wr=wi*wpr-wi*wpi+wr
wi-wi *wpr+wtemp* wpi+wi

11 continue
if (imark.eq.l) then
hledata(l)
data(l)=h lr+data(2)
data(2)=h lr-dâta(2)

else
h1¡=data(l)
datâ(1)=cl *(h I r+data(2))
data(2)=c | *(þ 1¡-data(2))
call fourl(data¡,-l)

end if
fetum
end

C*¡1.:1.)t {<**{.***1.*t***)k**************************************
subroutine fourl (data¡n,imark)

C,kt<{<t **¡1.{.***{.*{.*******{<**********************************

implicit real*8 (a-h),(o-z)
real* 8 wr,wi,wpr,wpi,wæmp,theta
dimension data(2*nn)
n=2*rut
j=l
do ll i=l¡,2
if(.gt.i)then
æmpedaø(i)
tempi=data(i+1)
data(i)=dåta(i)
data(+1)=dat¿(ia 1.,

data(i)=temPr
data(i+1)=tsmPi

endif
m=ntz

c I if ((m.ge.2).and.(i.gt.m)) then
DO wHrLE(M.GE.2).AND.(J.GT.M)

J=J.fn
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c
c

ll

2

m=m./2
gorol
endif

END DO
j=j+m

cooünue
m¡nax=2

if (n.grmmax) then
isæp-2*mmax
theta=6.283 I 85307 I7959d0/(imark*mmax)
wpe-2.d0*dsin(0.5d0*thet¿)**2
wpi=dsin(theta)
wl=l.d0
wi=0.d0
do l3 m=l,mmax,2
do 12 i=rn¡,istep
J=l+runax
æmpr=sngl(wr)*daø(i)-sngl(wi)*daø(j+ l)
æmpi=sngl(wr)*datafi + I )+sngl(wi)*data(j)
data(i)=d¿ta(i)-temPr
data(i+l)=daø(i+1)-tempi
daø(i)=d¿1¿(i)a¡a¡¡¡p¡
data(i+ I )=data(i+ I þtempi

continue
wtemD=wr
wr=w-r*wpr-wi*wpi+wr
wi=wi*wpr+wæmp* wpi+wi

continue
mmax=istep

goto2
endif
retum
end

L¿

t3
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